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WHY METRO TINT?
“Known as the window film experts by contractors, building owners and designers throughout
the region.”
Metro Tint sets the standard in the commercial window film business. Established in 1988, we have
experience in building evaluations, energy analysis, window film installations and architectural
finishes. Our team utilizes a proven and systematic approach to organizing and managing
installations. Every job is given Executive Level service by our highly trained professionals.
We are trusted by Arizona and Northern Texas’ Landmark Properties.
We believe we are here to serve our clients to improve their quality of life. We focus on being a
solution based company that puts the client’s needs first. Our goal is to maintain the highest level
of professionalism with absolutely minimal disruption to building management and tenants.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
Metro Tint is invested in the future with the types of films and products we carry. We use the
most current technology for properly handling and installing your film. We utilize state of the art
software to control logistics, design, and tracking; along with the latest precision cutting tables,
laminators, clean rooms and large format printers to produce the highest quality output in the
industry. All of this requires highly qualified people to execute your project, this is why we cultivate
internal experts and never outsource. What this means for you is faster response times and quality
installation from design to completion; and most importantly, customer service.

DECORATIVE FILMS
COST EFFECTIVE
Get the look of etched glass window panels for your home or office with decorative window film.
Etched glass can be quite costly. Frosted window films give the appearance of expensive etched
glass, they come in different patterns and textures, and are easily removed and replaced when a
new look is desired.

ENHANCED PRIVACY
Frosted window films are a privacy solution for glass
walls and windows in homes, offices, and commercial
environments. Decorative window film is a popular and
cost-effective solution to create privacy on office partitions
while letting light to still pass through.
Sometimes businesses need to increase the privacy
between rooms or to the outdoors. Instead of putting up
the same old window blinds, shades or curtains, decorative
window films allow you to enjoy a bold new look! Enjoy
more natural light, while still maintaining your privacy.

Glass Finishes Include:
Etched
Cut
Sandblasted
Textured
Printed Decorative Graphics
Gradients

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
For interior glass partitions, walls and window panels, window film offers a beautiful opportunity to
create dynamic interior spaces that can be changed easily and inexpensively when tenants move,
or re-designing your interior space. We offer VELA dynamic display-window technology by Avery
Dennison, the newest in switchable window films. Don’t forget safety: with distraction markers you
can bring attention to the glass, and protect people from walking into the “invisible wall”.
Our decorative window films allow for endless customization and branding opportunities.

ARCHITECTURAL
FINISHES
BUILDING MODERNIZATION
We have developed a resurfacing system, utilizing flexible laminates, for modernizing and
restoring a variety of smooth, hard, non-porous surfaces beyond just glass – both inside
and out. This includes wall panels, columns, elevator panels, walls and metal/stainless steel.
Whether your building modernization project is due to planned improvements, new ownership
or preparation for lease or sale, our team provides a full and complete experience from
consultation to certified professional installation. We offer a variety of high-end products to fit
your price range. Our focus is to improve a structure’s aesthetics, performance and value.
We have the knowledge, technology and skill to handle even the most challenging installations.

We transform older buildings into highly desirable modern properties:
Extremely durable polyester and premium-grade multi-layered polymeric films are
lightweight and flexible
Over 700 architectural finishes from industrial concretes to elegantly aged woods and
rich stone
Metal Finishes include stainless steel, aluminum, brushed steel and chrome
Applications include: doors, elevator cabs and wall panel systems, columns and
many others

SAFETY &
SECURITY
PROTECT PEOPLE AND OTHER VALUABLES
When projects call for a professional security glazing
installation company, trust Metro Tint to deliver proven
solutions based on your threat level and budget.
Our solutions include safety and security films from 3M,
Safety Shield, DefenseLite security shields and BulletShield
– the world’s most dynamic anti-ballistic retrofit glazing
solution. The addition of Metro Tint’s products and anchoring
systems dramatically improves security for all buildings and
peace of mind for occupants. It is 24/7 passive protection
you can rely on, the instant a threat occurs.
Since 1988, Metro Tint has been working hard to build a truly
unique business to serve commercial, industrial, residential
and retail customers. Whether your project is local, regional
or national we can rapidly deploy installation teams to
the largest buildings, school systems, behavioral health,
government facilities or multiple retail locations.
We pride ourselves in our attention to detail and living up
to the professional standards clients have come to expect.

Protection Against:
Vandalism Threats
Protect your brand
Stop criminals outside
No entry, no harm
Smash and Grab Threats
Prevent forced entry
Protect your inventory
Don’t be a victim
Ballistic Threats
Protect your people
Keep active shooters
outside
UL 752 rated
Unknown Threats
Natural disasters
Accidents
Glass failure

ANTI-GRAFFITI FILM
Protects Against:
Permanent damage
Unsightly images or words
Decline in value
Costly downtime
and disruption
Common Applications:
Schools
Government buildings
Office buildings

Do you have a zero tolerance for vandalism and graffiti?
Protect your glass, mirror and metal surfaces against most
scratches, acid etching gouges and tagging with Anti-Graffiti
Film from Metro Tint.
Easy to remove and replace quickly - without
replacing your windows, mirrors, or metal panels.
Money-saving option that’s only a fraction of the cost
of new glass.
Rejects 99% of the UV rays that cause fading, helping
to extend the life of display merchandise.
Protects glass, mirror and metal surfaces from all
forms of graffiti, including scratches and gouges.

Hospitals, Institutions
Retail Storefronts
Display cases
Skylights
Mirrors
Elevators/escalators
Gas station pumps
Hotels

Vandalism occurring during peak sales opportunities not only
damages your image, but may deter limited-time customers
from giving your store a chance. Glass replacement would
be costly and more disruptive, while our film can be removed
and replaced quickly, without the need to remove your
windows, mirrors or metal panels. Protect your image with
Anti-Graffiti Film so signs of vandalism can be removed quickly.

MAINTAIN YOUR BRAND
When you see a building with graffiti or window damage,
what do you immediately think? Protect what your customer
sees each time they visit your property; whether it’s the
glass, the elevator/escalator panels, or the bathroom mirrors/
panels, you deserve to be free from graffiti. Your store is your
livelihood. Do not let future customers have a negative opinion
about your business. Protect your windows with Anti-Graffiti
Film so signs of vandalism can be removed quickly, which can
help maintain your valued reputation.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Since 1988 Metro Tint has installed energy efficient solar
control tint across the country. According to the US
Department of Energy, energy lost through conventional
windows accounts for approximately 30 percent of
heating and cooling energy. That translates to one of the
most expensive costs in operating a building to maintain
a comfortable environment. We can help update your
building, balance temperatures, protect occupants, reduce
glare, and eliminate ultraviolet rays resulting in reduced
cost and increased comfort. Additionally, we utilize energy
audit software to model your building to report a return on
investment, energy use and reduction with window tint.

INCREASE COMFORT AND PRODUCTION
It has been proven natural light helps people stay healthy
and productive. We offer the most advanced films available
to allow in natural light and keep the heat out. Ask us about
3M Thinsulate and 3M Light redirecting film, designed to
maximize your daylight harvesting efforts.

TRANSITIONAL FILM
Managed Sun Glare Control, Safe Daylighting and Increased
comfort. Photochromic window films adapt to the intensity
of sunlight on your window and door glass. Our film
“transitions” from a lighter state to a darker, tinted state
when exposed to direct sun. The patented photochromic
molecular structure of CoolVu is the world’s first stable
climate responsive window film. Now you can enjoy clear
windows when wanted and tinted windows when needed.

Benefits:
Most advanced transitional
film technology
Increased tenant
comfort and reduced
tenant complaints
Tenant retention due
to more usable space
eliminates hot and
cold spots
Updates building
appearance without
changing the overall
exterior appearance
Return on investment
Local utility rebates are
often available
Protects people from
damaging UV rays
Reduces fading of
merchandise and furniture
Logistics experts to
minimize disruption
to occupants
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